
LIFT. LOAD. FEED.
pick your power

#flatbottombales
  

S3
Super Slicer

Designed to process difficult to feed short-stemmed 
hay, the S3 Super Slicer is available in both PTO or 
hydraulic models. Whether you need to turn tight 
corners or operate an older or smaller tractor, the 
DewEze hay processor has a slicing solution for you. 

Cut down choring time and decrease feed waste  
with this economical hay processor. Pick up and 
haul two bales out to the field in one load, reducing 
trips and feeding only the required volume.

S3 Hay Processor



FEEDING
The S3 by DewEze ensures a decrease in feed waste in comparison to traditional 
forms of feeding in a ring or unrolling excess hay. The hay is processed into narrow 
consistent windrows, spreading out the dry matter to provide cattle equal feeding 
access at a bunk or in the field. 

Focused on preserving quality, the hay is sliced - not flailed, chopped or shredded, 
resulting in minimal leaf loss and dust. The ability to adjust the height of the sickles 
allows the operator to easily slice through flat bottom bales and old matted hay.

With the S3, it is easier than ever to feed by volume and not by the bale. Only 
feeding what is necessary minimizes negative impact on pastures, decreasing your 
sacrifice area and simplifying spring clean up. The narrow windrow allows the 
operator to stretch the feed out farther, guaranteeing even manure distribution 
and fostering spring regrowth. 

REBALING
An S3 is the right investment for operations with a surplus supply of hay. Put more 
money back in your pocket turning large, round bales into small squares to meet 
market demand. Improve efficiencies using a round baler to quickly get hay out of 
the field and process that cutting into small squares at your convenience. 

Available in PTO or hydraulic models, the S3 can be paired with an inline or offset 
baler and configured to meet the requirements for your rebaling setup. Processed 
directly into a baler, or rebaled off the ground, rely on the S3 to maintain the same 
quality of hay, more than doubling the market value. 

The adjustable sickle guard 
raises and lowers in a matter of 
minutes, allowing the operator 
to control the volume of forage 
dispensed. 

DRIVE SYSTEM

UNIFORM FEEDING
No need to pile up net wrap 
in the tractor cab or leave it 
littering your field when you 
mount the storage box to the
rear of the S3. (optional)


Visit deweze.com/find-a-dealer/ today 
to locate your nearest DewEze Dealer.

SCHEDULE A DEMO
see a S3 in action on your operation

deweze.com  |  (800) 835-1042  |  @DewEze_Mfg

MAKE YOUR HAY GO FARTHER
processing hay to go the distance

SICKLE GUARD
The Schumacher drive system 
located at the front of the S3 
features simplified mechanics 
resulting in a quieter operation 
and a more even cut.  

Wide enough to handle 4x5 or 
5x6 round bales, the serrated 
slats pull the bale into the 
sickles, consistently slicing the 
hay into a continuous windrow.

STORAGE BOX


